Surfaces of cryosections: is cryosectioning 'cutting' or 'fracturing'?
In order to determine if cryosectioning involves 'fracturing' or 'cutting' we examined the surfaces obtained in cryosectioning by a metal-replicating procedure commonly used in freeze-fracture microscopy. Platinum-carbon replicas were made of the surfaces of both the sections and the complementary surfaces of the sample stubs from which the sections were cut. When samples of frozen red cells were sectioned at -120 degrees C with large knife advancements (1 micron), the chips produced did not resemble sections. Membrane fracture faces, produced by splitting of the lipid bilayer, were found in electron micrographs of replicas of the sample stubs. This demonstrates that a cryomicrotome can be used to produce large intact replicas. When dull knives were used with small knife advancements, both smooth and fractured regions were found. The sections produced with dull knives had a snowflake appearance in the light microscope. When sharp knives were used with small advancements (0.1 microns), replicas of the surfaces were free of fracture faces and the sections had a cellophane-like appearance in the light microscope. Therefore, in cryosectioning a different process other than 'fracturing' is responsible. This 'cutting' process may be micromelting of a superficial layer by the mechanism of melting-point depression from the pressure exerted by the sharp edge of the knife.